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Abstract: With the rapid evolution of Internet technology, fog computing has
taken a major role in managing large amounts of data. The major concerns
in this domain are security and privacy. Therefore, attaining a reliable level
of confidentiality in the fog computing environment is a pivotal task. Among
different types of data stored in the fog, the 3D point and mesh fog data are
increasingly popular in recent days, due to the growth of 3D modelling and
3D printing technologies. Hence, in this research, we propose a novel scheme
for preserving the privacy of 3D point and mesh fog data. Chaotic Cat map-
based data encryption is a recently trending research area due to its unique
properties like pseudo-randomness, deterministic nature, sensitivity to initial
conditions, ergodicity, etc. To boost encryption efficiency significantly, in this
work, we propose a novel Chaotic Cat map. The sequence generated by this
map is used to transform the coordinates of the fog data. The improved range
of the proposed map is depicted using bifurcation analysis. The quality of
the proposed Chaotic Cat map is also analyzed using metrics like Lyapunov
exponent and approximate entropy. We also demonstrate the performance of
the proposed encryption framework using attacks like brute-force attack and
statistical attack. The experimental results clearly depict that the proposed
framework produces the best results compared to the previous works in the
literature.

Keywords: Chaotic cat map; fog computing; encryption; 3D point fog; 3D
mesh

1 Introduction

With the expanding prominence of web utilization, 3D point [1] and 3D cross section [2]
information portrayals are generally being utilized for the portrayal of articles. Applications like
Autodesk123D catch the photo of articles from various points and send them to remote fog-based
workers. This information is then recreated to frame 3D models of the articles and are sent to the
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clients. There are likewise various work area applications for altering the 3D point and cross section
fog information. As of late, the Virtual Reality (VR) innovation empowers the clients to encounter the
augmented experience 3D climate.

In any case, the principal issue looked by these information is the protection issue since they are
put away in the fog. Subsequently, encryption of these information is an indispensable errand. These
s3D information are monstrous and multi-dimensional. Likewise, they have a high relationship among
the adjoining focuses. Subsequently, conventional encryption calculations like Rivest, Shamir, and
Adleman (RSA) [3], Data Encryption Standard (DES) [4], Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)
[5] and blowfish [6], Twofish [7], Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) [8], ElGamal encryption [9],
Diffie-Hellman key trade [10–14], and so forth, may not be adequate to meet the security issues of
3D information.

The contributions of this paper overall are threefold:

a) A unique Chaotic Cat map to produce Chaotic Cat sequence for encryption.
b) A novel two-level encryption framework for the encryption of 3D point fog and 3
b) D mesh fog data.
c) Evaluation of the proposed encryption scheme and comparison with the state-of-the-art

frameworks.

There are several sections to this essay. Section 2 is devoted to a comprehensive review of prior
works in the field of literature. Section 3 explains how the suggested Chaotic Cat map is used to
generate Chaotic Cat sequences. Encryption methods are shown in Section 4. Section 5 discusses the
conclusion and outcomes. Finally, Section 6 wraps up the research.

2 Literature Survey

An audit of different plans for getting client information in distributed computing dependent
on encryption calculations was proposed in [15]. In this exploration, the security issues looked by
distributed computing, instruments utilized, the difficulties confronted are investigated exhaustively.
Also, different security calculations like RSA, AES, DES and blowfish calculations were executed
and examined in this paper. A structure for encoding wellbeing records in distributed computing was
proposed in [16]. In this work, a patient-driven plan was proposed in which trait based encryption
was performed. This framework accomplished a serious level of safety by using multi-authority
encryption. An intermediary based encryption conspire for distributed storage was proposed in
[17–22]. In this plan, an intermediary is approved by the sender for information encryption. This
scrambled information is transferred to the fog. This structure depends on grid based cryptography.
The framework was demonstrated to accomplish protection from the acted up fog workers.

Homomorphic encryption was used in [23] for accomplishing the security of large information
put away in the fog. In this work, diverse fog notes were empowered and isolated for performing
computational investigation of various pieces of the information. These hubs were made to work
autonomously. Subsequently, the presentation of this framework was observed to be superior to the
encryption utilizing a solitary distributed computing hub. Encryption plans dependent on bedlam
hypothesis are prevalently utilized as of late. Another encryption plot utilizing confusion hypothesis
and a solitary round word reference was proposed in [24–28]. In this work, the compressive detecting
hypothesis was used to accomplish synchronous pressure and encryption. The estimation lattice
utilized for encryption is a turbulent strategic arrangement. Measurement was accomplished utilizing
a sigmoid capacity. A solitary round word reference was utilized as a substitute for discrete cosine
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change (DCT) premise work. Hence, an alternate remarkable word reference was produced for each
picture. This assisted with accomplishing great encryption execution.

Encryption utilizing hyperChaotic Cat maps were proposed in [29]. Two kinds of changes were
performed. At first, the information was encoded utilizing block changes followed by the bit stages.
At long last rearranging was performed at the bit level to upgrade the security. A hash esteem having
a length of 256 pieces was utilized for encryption. Another plan for the encryption of 3D point fog
information was proposed in [30]. In this work, two sorts of encryptions were proposed, investigated
and thought about. The primary plan depended on the age of irregular successions utilizing strategic
tumultuous planning. The subsequent plan depended on the projection of the directions of the 3D fog
information focuses utilizing a change grid. This network was created utilizing a turn lattice and an
interpret vector.

3D fog information encryption utilizing the arrangements produced from the Cat map was
proposed in [31]. Here, the succession produced by Cat tumultuous guides was utilized for two kinds of
encryptions. The main system depended on arranging the arrangements and rearranging the areas of
the 3D information dependent on the arranged successions. In this work, the Haar wavelet change
was utilized to implant the cover pictures. The pictures in the spatial space were changed over to
the recurrence area. In this space, the information was adjusted utilizing the arbitrary arrangements
created by Henon map. This strategy assisted with accomplishing reversible information stowing away
with a decent degree of safety.

3 Chaotic Cat Sequence Generation
3.1 Metrics to Validate Chaotic Cat Nature

The two commonly used metrics to validate the Chaotic Cat nature of these maps are approximate
entropy and Lyapunov exponent.

3.1.1 Lyapunov Exponent (LE)

A popularly used metric for quantification of the chaos in a Chaotic Cat map is the Lyapunov
exponent [32]. It evaluates the average divergence between two trajectories that are obtained with two
different initial values that are close to each other. It is mathematically defined as,

LE = lim
N→∞

1
N

N∑
n=1

log

∣∣∣∣dxn+1

dxn

∣∣∣∣
A positive value of Lyapunov exponent indicates that the two trajectories generated by the map will

diverge exponentially with respect to time, whereas, a negative value of Lyapunov exponent indicates
that the two trajectories will overlap at some point of time. Also, greater the value of LE, the more is
the Chaotic Cat nature of the sequence produced by a map.

3.1.2 Approximate Entropy (AE)

Approximate entropy [33] is also used for the quantitative representation of the Chaotic Cat nature
of Chaotic Cat maps. Higher values of AE indicate that the complexity of the Chaotic Cat sequence
is very high.
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3.2 Logistic Map

The logistic map is defined as:

xn+1 = μxn (1 − xn) (2)

where the control parameter is μ ∈ [0, 4] and the initial condition is x0 ∈ [0, 1]. From Fig. 1, from the
proposed map we find that the Chaotic Cat in the range μ ∈ [3.57, 4].

Figure 1: Bifurcation of logistic map

To further depict the Chaotic Cat nature of the logistic map, the Lyapunov exponent of the logistic
map is shown in Fig. 2. In the Lyapunov exponent graph, the region which is positive refers to the
Chaotic Cat region. The logistic map is Chaotic Cat in the region μ ∈ [3.57, 4] is evident from Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Lyapunov exponent of logistic map
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3.3 Proposed Chaotic Cat Map

The definition of proposed Chaotic Cat map is given below as:

xn+1 = ((7000 − μ) /7000) ∗ sin(8πxn) (3)

where x0 ∈ [0, 1] is the initial condition and μ ∈ [0, 75] is the control parameter. From Fig. 3, we found
that the Chaotic Cat in the range μ ∈ [0, 75] from the proposed map. This range is very much greater
than that of the logistic map and logistic sine map. The sequences generated by the suggested map is
used for encryption and decryption of the point fog and mesh fog data. In addition, the initial 1000
values generated using a particular key K = {

x0i , μi

}
are ignored to avoid the transient effect.

Figure 3: Bifurcation of proposed Chaotic Cat map

Similar to the logistic map and logistic sine maps, the Lyapunov exponent of the proposed map is
plotted in Fig. 4. From Fig. 4, we see that the proposed map is completely Chaotic Cat in the region
μ ∈ [0, 75]. However, the highest value of LE attained is 1.2881 when μ = 75.

Also, to prove the Chaotic Cat properties of the proposed map quantitatively Lyapunov exponent
and approximate entropy are evaluated in Tab. 1, which shows the LE and AE values of the proposed
map and other existing maps. It can be inferred from the tabulated values that the LE and AE values
of the proposed map are high compared to other maps indicating that the proposed map has better
Chaotic Cat behavior compared to other existing maps.
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Figure 4: Lyapunov exponent of proposed Chaotic Cat map

Table 1: Comparison of proposed chaotic cat maps with logistic and logistic sine maps

S. No. Map Map equation LE AE

1 Logistic xn+1 = μxn (1 − xn) 0.5933 0.5142

2 Logistic sine map xn+1 = μxn (1 − xn) + (4 − μ)

4
sin(πxn) 0.5933 0.5142

3 Proposed map xn+1 = (7000 − μ) /7000 sin(8πxn) 1.2881 1.6762

4 Proposed Encryption Methodology

This section describes how fog encryption is performed using the sequence generated by the
proposed Chaotic Cat map. The keys used for encryption and decryption are securely transmitted
between the sender and the receiver. In addition, this technique utilized very few sets of keys hence
the problem of data leakage is minimized. The security achieved by the proposed scheme is too high
since we have utilized a two-level encryption algorithm. In the first level, the sequences generated by
Chaotic Cat maps are sorted in ascending order to shuffle the coordinates of the fog data. In the
second level, the sequences generated by Chaotic Cat maps are sorted in descending order to further
shuffle the coordinates of the fog data. Thus, double encryption is achieved using ascending sort (AS)
and descending sort (DS).

4.1 3D Point Fog Model

The 3D point fog model data comprises a 3-dimensional coordinate system. That is, each point
consists of 3 coordinates. Also, the proposed scheme consists of a double encryption methodology.
Hence, to encrypt this data, we generate six different random sequences from the proposed Chaotic
Cat map. These six sequences are generated using 6 Chaotic Cat keys referred as PK1, PK2, . . . , PK6

of size 256 bits. Here, each key refers to a pair of key parameters which are the initial value and the
control parameter.
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4.1.1 Encryption of 3D Point Fog Model

The steps involved in the encryption of the 3D point fog model are shown in Algorithm 1. Initially
using the first three keys, three sequences are generated. The sequences are sorted using ascending
order. The details of the original and the new locations of the sequences are then stored. Using these
stored locations, the locations of the point fog data P1, P2, . . . , Pn are swapped to obtain intermediate
point fog data IP1, IP2, . . . , IPn. Using the next three Chaotic Cat keys PK4, PK5, PK6, again three
new sequences are generated. Using these sequences once again sorting is performed using descending
order. The details of the original and new locations are then stored. Now the intermediate point fog
data IP1, IP2, . . . , IPn is again swapped based on this location information to obtain encrypted point
fog data EP1, EP2, . . . , EPn. The entire process is depicted in Fig. 5.

Algorithm 1: Encryption of 3D Point Fog
Input:
Original point fog P1, P2, . . . , Pn where Pi = {xi, yi, zi}.
Chaotic Cat keys PK1, PK2, . . . , PK6 where PKi = {

x0i , μi

}
.

Output:

Encrypted point fog EP1, EP2, . . . , EPn where EPi =
{−

xi,
−
yi,

−
zi

}
.

Steps:
1. Using the Chaotic Cat keys PK1, PK2, PK3 generate three Chaotic Cat sequences S1, S2, S3.
2. Sort the Chaotic Cat sequences in ascending order and store the new location of each value.
3. Using the stored locations, swap the locations of the point fog data P1, P2, . . . , Pn to obtain
intermediate point fog data IP1, IP2, . . . , IPn.
4. Now, using the Chaotic Cat keys PK4, PK5, PK6 generate three new Chaotic Cat sequences S4, S5, S6.
5. Sort the new Chaotic Cat sequences in descending order and store the new location of each value.
6. Using the stored locations swap the locations of the intermediate point fog data IP1, IP2, . . . , IPn to
obtain encrypted point fog data EP1, EP2, . . . , EPn.

Proposed Chaotic Map

AS

AS

AS

DS

DS

DS

PK1, PK2, . . . , PK6

Figure 5: Proposed two-level encryption scheme for point fog data

4.1.2 Decryption of 3D Point Fog Model

The decryption of 3D point fog is done to reverse the effect of encryption and to get back the
original data P1, P2, . . . , Pn from the encrypted data EP1, EP2, . . . , EPn. This is given in Algorithm
2. Here, using the Chaotic Cat keys PK4, PK5, PK6, three sequences namely S4, S5, S6 are generated.
Then, these sequences are sorted in descending order and their location details are stored. Based on this
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information, the encrypted data is swapped to obtain the intermediate point fog data IP1, IP2, . . . , IPn.
Now, using the Chaotic Cat keys PK1, PK2, PK3 three new Chaotic Cat sequences S1, S2, S3 are
once again generated. The new Chaotic Cat sequences are again sorted in ascending order and the
new location of each value is then stored. Using this information, the intermediate point fog data
IP1, IP2, . . . , IPn is swapped to get the original data P1, P2, . . . , Pn. This process is illustrated in Fig. 6.

Algorithm 2: Decryption of 3D Point Fog
Input:
Encrypted point fog EP1, EP2, . . . , EPn.
Chaotic Cat keys PK1, PK2, . . . , PK6.
Output:
Original point fog P1, P2, . . . , Pn.
Steps:
1. Using the Chaotic Cat keys PK4, PK5, PK6 generate three Chaotic Cat sequences S4, S5, S6.
2. Sort the Chaotic Cat sequences in descending order and store the new location of each value.
3. Using the stored locations, swap the locations of the encrypted point fog data EP1, EP2, . . . , EPn to
obtain intermediate point fog data IP1, IP2, . . . , IPn.
4. Now, using the Chaotic Cat keys PK1, PK2, PK3 generate three new Chaotic Cat sequences S1, S2, S3.
5. Sort the new Chaotic Cat sequences in ascending order and store the new location of each value.
6. Using the stored locations swap the locations of the intermediate point fog data IP1, IP2, . . . , IPn to
obtain original point fog data P1, P2, . . . , Pn.

Proposed Chaotic Map

DS

DS

DS

AS

AS

AS

PK1, PK2, . . . , PK6

Figure 6: Proposed two-level decryption scheme for point fog data

4.1.3 Encryption of 3D Mesh Fog Model

The steps involved in the encryption of 3D mesh fog model are shown in Algorithm 3. Initially
using the nine Chaotic Cat keys MK1, MK2, . . . , MK9, nine sequences are generated. The sequences
are sorted using ascending order. The details of the original and the new locations of the sequences
are then stored. Using these stored locations, the locations of the mesh fog data M1, M2, . . . , Mn are
swapped to obtain intermediate point fog data IM1, IM2, . . . , IMn. Using the next nine Chaotic Cat
keys MK10, MK2, . . . , MK18, again nine new sequences are generated. Using these sequences once again
sorting is performed using descending order. The details of the original and new locations are then
stored. Now the intermediate point fog data IM1, IM2, . . . , IMn is again swapped based on this location
information to obtain the encrypted mesh fog data EM1, EM2, . . . , EMn. The entire process is depicted
in Fig. 7.
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Algorithm 3: Encryption of 3D Mesh Fog
Input:
Original mesh fog M1, M2, . . . , Mn where Mi = {

V1
i, V2

i, V3
i
}
.

Here, V1
i = {x1

i, y1
i, z1

i}, V2
i = {x2

i, y2
i, z2

i} and V3
i = {x3

i, y3
i, z3

i}.
Chaotic Cat keys MK1, MK2, . . . , MK18 where MKi = {

x0i , μi

}
Output:

Encrypted mesh fog EM1, EM2, . . . , EMn where EMi =
{

−
V 1

i

,
−
V 2

i

,
−
V 3

i
}

.

Here,
−
V
1

i

=
{

−
x1

i

,
−
y1

i

,
−
z1

i
}

, V̄ i
2 =

{
−
x2

i

,
−
y2

i

,
−
z2

i
}

and V̄ i
3 =

{
−
x3

i

,
−
y3

i

,
−
z3

i
}

.

Steps:
1. Using Chaotic Cat keys MK1, MK2, . . . , MK9 generate nine Chaotic Cat sequences S1, S2, . . . , S9.
2. Sort the Chaotic Cat sequences in ascending order and store the new location of each value.
3. Using the stored locations, swap the locations of the mesh fog data M1, M2, . . . , Mn to obtain
intermediate point fog data IM1, IM2, . . . , IMn.
4. Now, using the Chaotic Cat keys MK10, MK11, . . . , MK18 generate nine new Chaotic Cat sequences
S10, S11, . . . , S18.
5. Sort the new Chaotic Cat sequences in descending order and store the new location of each value.
6. Using the stored locations swap the locations of the intermediate mesh fog data IM1, IM2, . . . , IMn

to obtain encrypted mesh fog data EM1, EM2, . . . , EMn.

Proposed Chaotic Map

AS

AS

AS

DS

DS

DS

MK1, MK2, . . . , MK18

Figure 7: Proposed two-level encryption scheme for mesh fog data

4.1.4 Decryption of 3D Mesh Fog Model

The decryption of 3D mesh fog is done to reverse the effect of encryption and to get back the
original data M1, M2, . . . , Mn from the encrypted data EM1, EM2, . . . , EMn. This is given in Algorithm
4. Here, using the Chaotic Cat keys MK10, MK11, . . . , MK18, nine sequences namely S10, S11, . . . , S18

are generated. Then, these sequences are sorted in descending order and their location details are
stored. Based on this information, the encrypted data is swapped to obtain the intermediate mesh fog
data IM1, IM2, . . . , IMn. Now, using the Chaotic Cat keys MK1, MK2, . . . , MK9 nine new Chaotic Cat
sequences S1, S2, . . . , S9 are once again generated. The new Chaotic Cat sequences are again sorted
in ascending order and the new location of each value is then stored. Using this information, the
intermediate mesh fog data IM1, IM2, . . . , IMn is swapped to get the original data M1, M2, . . . , Mn.
This process is illustrated in Fig. 8.
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Algorithm 4: Decryption of 3D Mesh Fog
Input:
Encrypted mesh fog EM1, EM2, . . . , EMn.
Chaotic Cat keys MK1, MK2, . . . , MK18.
Output:
Original mesh fog M1, M2, . . . , Mn.
Steps:
1. Using Chaotic Cat keys MK10, MK11, . . . , MK18 generate nine Chaotic Cat sequences
S10, S11, . . . , S18.
2. Sort the Chaotic Cat sequences in descending order and store the new location of each value.
3. Using the stored locations, swap the locations of the encrypted mesh fog data EM1, EM2, . . . , EMn

to obtain intermediate point fog data IM1, IM2, . . . , IMn.
4. Now, using the Chaotic Cat keys MK1, MK2, . . . , MK9 generate nine new Chaotic Cat sequences
S1, S2, . . . , S9.
5. Sort the new Chaotic Cat sequences in ascending order and store the new location of each value.
6. Using the stored locations swap the locations of the intermediate mesh fog data IM1, IM2, . . . , IMn

to obtain the original mesh fog data M1, M2, . . . , Mn.

Proposed Chaotic Map

DS

DS

DS

AS

AS

AS

MK1, MK2, . . . , MK18

Figure 8: Proposed two-level decryption scheme for mesh fog data

5 Results and Discussion

The analysis of 3D point fog and 3D mesh fog data was performed using data in the Artec 3D
[34] and Stanford 3D scanning repository [35] datasets respectively.

5.1 Security Analysis of 3D Point fog

The security analysis of 3D point fog data is performed using secret key space analysis, secret key
sensitivity analysis and speed of encryption analysis.

5.1.1 Secret Key Sensitivity Analysis

Since the proposed encryption scheme is based on chaos theory, it is highly sensitive to key
parameters which are the initial condition and the control parameter. Thus, to test the secret key
sensitivity we change the secret keys by a very small � = 10−15 value. The decryption is then performed
using new set of keys where PKi = {

x0i + �, μi + �
}

and i = 1, 2, . . . , 6. Fig. 9 shows the original data,
encrypted data and the result obtained after decryption using the new set of keys. From the Fig. 9, it
is evident that the data cannot be retrieved back even if there is a small change in the key parameter
values. Thus, our proposed framework possesses very high secret key sensitivity. The sensitivity level
is in the order of 10−15 which a is very low value.
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Figure 9: Results obtained using secret key sensitivity analysis of point fog data

5.1.2 Speed of Encryption Analysis

The suggested system was simulated using MATLAB R2016b on a Windows PC with an Intel
i3 core processor and 6GB of RAM. The proposed system has a temporal complexity of O (6 N). It
is shown in Tab. 2 that the suggested framework for encryption consumes less time than previously
proposed techniques. From Tab. 2, we can deduce that the proposed system takes a lot less time
than the most recent state-of-the-art works. It was compared with previously proposed techniques
like random variable (RV) [36], random transformation matrix (RTM) [37–39] and random reversible
matrix (RRM) [40–43].

Table 2: Encryption time analysis of point fog data

Point fog data Size Time (s)

RV RTM RRM Proposed

Smart car 8097 0.000533 0.000698 0.000817 0.0000133
Gear 11061 0.000491 0.000428 0.000724 0.000121
Classic chair 33791 0.001331 0.003903 0.008754 0.000841
Copper key 2332 0.003413 0.004346 0.006324 0.000234
Dragon 51341 0.007342 0.008432 0.004235 0.000148

5.2 Security Analysis of 3D Mesh fog

The security analysis of 3D mesh fog data is performed using secret key space analysis, secret key
sensitivity analysis and entropy analysis.

5.2.1 Secret Key Sensitivity Analysis

Since the proposed encryption scheme is based on chaos theory, it is highly sensitive to key
parameters which are the initial condition and the control parameter. Thus, to test the secret key
sensitivity for mesh data we change the secret keys again by a very small � = 10−15 value. The
decryption is then performed using new set of keys where PKi = {

x0i + �, μi + �
}

and i = 1, 2, . . . , 18.
Fig. 10 shows the original data, encrypted data and the result obtained after decryption using the new
set of keys.
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Figure 10: Results obtained using secret key sensitivity analysis of mesh fog data

5.2.2 Entropy Analysis

The best way to quantize the security of mesh encryption is by means of entropy analysis is given
in Tab. 3. This is because entropy gives the uncertainty of an information source. It can be also defined
as a measure of confusion.Thus, the amount of difficulty to retrieve the original mesh data without
the use of the secret key is given by entropy. We compare the proposed scheme with state-of-the-art
works like Pham’s [44], Marc’s [45], Liang’s [46].

Table 3: Entropy analysis of mesh fog data

Mesh fog data Entropy

Pham’s Marc’s Liang’s Proposed

Bunny 38551243 2590986 3648975 88476927
Happy budda 3352313 1243517 4251453 7331440
Dragon 55937564 37465937 47563847 93638496
Armadillo 452856 649367 863647 1175960
Thai statue 738364 649376 975647 1548397

6 Conclusion

In this examination, we have introduced an original plan for encryption of point and lattice
fog information. The proposed plot uses the successions produced by a clever tumultuous guide for
encryption. The tumultuous properties of the proposed turbulent guide were demonstrated utilizing
bifurcation investigation, Lyapunov type and surmised entropy. Through quantitative examination,
it was shown that the arbitrariness of the proposed map was more noteworthy than that delivered
by regularly utilized calculated and sine strategic guides. Also, the proposed twofold encryption
plot delivered amazing outcomes as far as security examination. For continuous execution, the
fundamental angle is encryption time. The proposed point fog encryption plot used least encryption
time contrasted with best in class works in the writing. Further, the entropy of the scrambled lattice
information was additionally processed and contrasted and that accomplished by cutting edge works.
It was seen that our framework creates the best outcomes. To limit the issue of information spillage
there should be less keys. Since our structure depends on tumultuous guides, not very many keys were
used and along these lines information spillage issue was additionally destroyed.
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